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Organo Et School’s purpose is nurturing a 
learning environment for all stakeholders where 
inclusive holistic eco-living is celebrated. 

As this roller coaster year draws to a close, a 
fresh new year begins with life returning to 
normalcy. Quiet reflections, firm resolves, 
promising new habits, shedding out the 
excesses, making those tiny little changes that is 
truly sustainable.

As we gear up to usher in 2021 and say 
goodbye to 2020, here’s a look at the year gone 
by



Relaunch of
Organo Et School 

With its relaunch Organo Et School continues 
to aim at responsible and sustainable living 
made easy, by creating an experiential 
learning platform for educating and helping 
people make sustainable and mindful choices.  
Though we firmly believe in experiential 
learning being the most desired form of 
learning, however during such times of 
uncertainty we continued to empower all our 
stakeholders in creating and adopting holistic 
Eco-living. 

The spirit and intent of Organo Et School 
program is to encourage individuals to adopt 
an Eco-friendly lifestyle by teaching them to 
connect and be a part of nature, to grow their 
own food, by inspiring them to look for 
sustainable sources of energy, contributing to 
the holistic well-being of the Eco-system.



Intent of 
Organo Et School 

Nurturing a learning environment for all stakeholders where 
inclusive holistic Eco-living is celebrated; Organo Et School 
aims at spreading awareness by educating Schools, 
Communities and Corporates at large to engage in helping 
individuals to make mindful decisions, spurring them on to 
realize that they too can make a difference to their 
surroundings. 

Participants are encouraged to explore the structures 
behind our day-to-day lives to understand their scope and 
impact. They are empowered to be mindful of the 
challenges that are faced by those responsible for that 
infrastructure. Our sessions are conducted on various 
venues including Organo Naandi, Schools, Corporates and 
Communities. During this Pandemic we have moved to the 
online mode to stay connected. Our online sessions and 
workshops are built to offer active learning experiences, 
which can include frequent opportunities for participants to 
discuss, share experiences, ask and answer questions as 
well.



Through contests 
we stay connected

Sustainability Day Contest
Organo Et School stayed connected and interacted 
with its audience through social media contests that 
unleashed the creative side of theirs. On this 
“Sustainability Day”, Organo Et School invited creative 
and innovative minds to participate in "Slogan Time" 
and "My Upcycle Project" contests. . It was truly 
inspiring to have children participating and sharing 
their incredible thoughts. We value each connect built 
through this communication and collectively we can 
continue to inspire each other in many ways through 
this journey of sustainability.
Winners were sent a sustainable starter kit.



Children’s Day Contest

Children can be wonderfully creative and their work 

inspiring. And so are parents, too. On the occasion of 

Children’s Day, Organo Et School welcomed these 

young children and parents to share their fondest 

memories, photos, write-up, painting, and more by 

participating in our “Children’s Day Contest “. The 

contest was open to children of all ages up to 16 

years.

Winners were sent a sustainable starter kit.



Online workshops for
Sloka School

Evidence shows that children are particularly receptive to 

the topic of sustainability and most likely to adopt long-

lasting changes to their behaviour. It is a crucial part of 

understanding the world around them. Through online 

channel Organo Et School connected to students of Sloka 

and facilitated eight workshops last year. These 

workshops were carefully crafted to highlight that 

sustainability is a topic that can support all areas of 

curriculum learning. 

We covered topics for Energy, Food, Earth, People and 

Lifestyle. Students learnt basics of kitchen gardening, how 

to grow microgreens, its benefits, managing waste, 

segregation of waste, compost making and decluttering 

study space. The resources workshop challenged children 

through game play, looking at how they can reduce, 

reuse, recycle and repurpose. 



Talks with our Experts

We were fortunate enough to talk to some industry 
experts, high level consultants, and researchers; 
we have documented our conversation so that you 
can reap the most benefits from accessing expert 
insights.
Meet one of our experts Mr. Indrasen Bollampally, 
founder of Four Solar Energy Systems Pvt Ltd who 
talks about each of the aspects of Solar Power 
Generation. Mr. Bollampally was kind enough to 
answer all our questions.

To know more 

https://www.organoetschool.co.in/post/all-about-solar-power-system


What we eat and where it comes from is very 
important to each of us. Here is our talk with 
Lakshmi Battula, an expert in Sustainable Farming 
and consultant with Sthiranya Ecoscapes, giving 
us all the insights we need on Urban Farming.

To know more 

https://www.organoetschool.co.in/post/what-is-urban-farming


Organo Et School 
gets featured
We are delighted to be covered by “The 
Organic Magazine” and “Prakati"

We were contacted by both “The Organic 
Magazine” and “Prakati” as they wanted to 
do an article about us on why we do what we 
do and what workshops we offer for schools, 
communities and corporates.

We have admired The Organic Magazine 
and Prakati, as they consistently showcase all 
sustainability and planet-friendly related 
aspects, a big Thank You to the amazing 
team.

To Know more about the organic magazine feature

To Know more about Prakati feature

https://www.organoetschool.co.in/post/organo-et-schools-feature-in-the-organic-magazine
https://www.prakati.in/mindful-shopping-ways-to-avoid-wasteful-spending-traps/


Sustainable Lifestyle 
Practices

Minimalism is not the lack of what you need, it’s simply 
the perfect amount of what you need", a balance 
between what you want and what you need. Be it 
mindful shopping, planning a zero waste wedding, 
disinfecting and sanitizing at home, practicing slow 
food, making your own compost, or decluttering your 
wardrobe. Learn easy steps towards sustainability- Every 
step makes a difference. The more of us that step up, 
the bigger the difference we'll all make.

Find out some sustainable lifestyle practices

https://www.organoetschool.co.in/articles


Breathe Easy
Improving Indoor Air Quality

Read what Ms.Vaishnavi Paturu has to say about 
why homes today require specific strategies to 
maintain a healthy and comfortable living 
environment. Ms. Paturu works as a Product Guide 
at 2getherments Infra Pvt Ltd. She is an expert with 
Organo Et School and will bring her expertise on 
energy management, waste management, and 
sustainability implementation.

To know more 

https://www.organoetschool.co.in/post/breathe-easy-improving-indoor-air-quality


Looking ahead to 
2021
COVID-19 has made us all aware how our 
ability to build consensus and act collectively 
has been undermined. More than anything, 
the pandemic has shown us how 
interconnected, and interdependent, our 
economic, natural and social systems are.

As we look ahead to recovery and growth, it 
is clear that sustainable prosperity requires 
each of us to collaborate actively towards 
solutions for people, planet and prosperity 
that have a holistic approach. 

Interested to learn more about Sustainability, 
get involved and sign up with our newsletter



Programs Offered By 
Organo Et School
• Organo@School
Online workshops & Session

Experts visiting school

• Organo@Community
Weekend Farming

Online workshops & Sessions

• Organo@Coporates
Experts visit communities to help community be more 
sustainable.

Online workshops & Sessions.

Current list of Workshops conducted by Organo Et 
School:

• What is Sustainability?
• Sustainability and the environment
• Mindful shopping
• Solar Power Solution
• Waste segregation- The R’s of the waste management
• How to turn waste into resources (Composting, Recycling, 

Reuse, Upgrading, donation)

To know more 

https://www.organoetschool.co.in/registration


Visit us at
https://www.organoetschool.co.in/

What others have to say

• https://www.thegaudium.com/field-trip-to-organo/
• https://www.agakhanacademies.org/hyderabad/o

rgano-collective-inspires-academy-students

To Know more

Phone: 9154100775

Email:  oes@organo.co.in

If you would like to request a 
workshop for your School, 
Community or Company 
connect to us at 9154100775 
or mail us at 
oes@organo.co.in


